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The goal of this presentation is to show what trends are emerging related to collection 

development and especially apps and mobile devices. Mobile usage is skyrocketing, but how 

well are libraries and their collections modifying to meet these changes and what can we do to 

improve? Located below are some important general statistics and facts to consider and 

questions to ask. 

 

Important Statistics: 

 85% of users ages 18-29 own a mobile device 

 Over 40% of users ages 18-29 say that use their device to access “educational content” 

 In the past four years, American smartphone ownership has jumped from 35% to 64% 

 Boopsie reports having developed apps for over 2,500 libraries  

 The vast majority of contemporary article, book and video content is online 

 Most newly released book/ebook titles for purchase, popular and academic, come in 

downloadable form viewable through an app or website if wanted 

 According to comScore, “mobile apps accounted for more than half of all digital media 

time spent in May” 

 

Questions: 

 Does your library have a mobile app?  

 What do your database vendors do to support the mobile 

environment? Do they have mobile friendly sites? Do they have 

apps? Do they work well? 

 Do you talk about apps in your collection development policy? 

 Have you considered some type of device lending program? 

 Do you monitor or do surveys of user opinions regarding mobile 

usage and the library being mobile friendly? 
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